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Max runs home to buy some BTC (he recently sold all to buy some new things) and sends it
to Greg.
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Darknet visits - Real life use case for cryptos

While Max is home, a muscular young stranger with a long beard knocks on his door. He
hopes the guy will disappear, uses the doors peephole to check if thats the case.
The stranger whispers through the door:
"I can hear you, you just came near me. Let me in or I shoot you straight away".
Max opens the door to see some visitor (V) standing there. the young bearded man says, "Hi
Max,. I guess you dont know what love feels like but im going to show you".
M: No stop, I paid Gregs BTC back, check yourself, TXID is : *********......
V: Hm, it says thats not confrmedd Are you sured
M: Yes, its normal, BTC is overloaded, some transactons stay uncofrmed for days.
V: OK, let me talk to my tech guy, this computer stuf is magic to me. (Call his tech guy, tech
guy confrms him the coins were actually sent but BTC is slow to confrm, in some hours they
can be more sure the coins are really sent).
The visitor replies "OK, you are lucky, boy I go now and in some hours we see if you sent
coins or not".
Max is shocked now and wants to relax, he decided to go to the BuzzLounge, a club in his
town.
He thinks he can impress some people there with his cryptocoins to get into the VIP lounge.
As he arrives he says there "Max B., Crypto entrepreneur! Look, I have 50 mill MAXC coins."
to the bouncer.
The bouncer is not sure if he should let this guy in the VIP lounge, asks his boss. The boss
arrives to the scene.
He sees Max holding his phone screen saying "Crypto wallet ... 50 000 000 MAXC availlable"
and gives the bouncer a sign to let the guy in.
Max is proud of having entered the VIP lounge, approaches a young lady sitng (G) at the

